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Vaccine misinformation detection results
Results of the BERT Vaccine Misinformation 
Evocation Detector (BERT-VMED) utilizing 
vaccine transfer learning scenarios:

Misinformation spreading, especially on social media, is believed to be responsible for vaccine

hesitancy (Kouzy et al., 2020). It is imperative for public health practitioners to know what

misinformation is spreading as well as who is adopting or rejecting it, such that interventions can be

tailored appropriately. Public health messaging approaches could not only inoculate against

misinformation, but also effectively reach social media users with promise to shift or bolster vaccine

attitudes.

❑Current language resources (e.g. PHEME, Twitter 15, Twitter 16) do not cover vaccine

misinformation. We were inspired by COVIDLies (Hossain et al 2020), which annotated tweets

evoking 86 known misconceptions about COVID-19, and created VACCINELies, an annotated

dataset addressing misinformation about:

➢ The Covid-19 vaccines

➢ The Vaccines against Human Papillomavirus (HPV)

Statistics in VACCINELies
VACCINELies consists of:
◁1▷Misinformation Targets (MisTs) , addressing misinformation 
towards COVID-19 or HPV vaccines;
◁2▷ the tweet IDs for those tweets that were judged as evoking 
any of the MisTs available in VACCINELies;
◁3▷ annotation of the stance of each tweet author that evoked 
a MisT, indicating if they Accept the Mist; Reject it, or they have 
no stance towards it.
◁4▷ a taxonomy of the MisTs, which enables the interpretation 
of the themes and concerns characterizing the vaccine 
misinformation available in VACCINELies.
VACCINELies can be considered as consisting of two datasets: 
COVAXLies and HPVAXLies

◁STEP 1▷ Discovering
Misinformation Targets 
(MisTs)
◁STEP 2▷ Generating a
Taxonomy of 
Vaccine Misinformation
◁STEP 3▷ Identifying
Tweets evoking MisTs 
Using BM25 and a BERT-RERANK system
◁STEP 4▷ Annotating the Stance of tweets evoking each MisT

Stance Identification results

Results of the BERT Vaccine Misinformation Stance Identifier 
(BERT-VMSI)  utilizing vaccine transfer learning scenarios:


